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Abstract: The bolt connection structure is widely used in the connection of aeroengine parts, and its
connection quality is very important, as it can directly affect the geometric and dynamic performance
of the aeroengine. Taking the bolt preload as the entry point, the research status of bolted aeroengine
connections in recent years is summarized based on the bolt preload formation mechanism and
control technology in this review. For the research of the preload formation mechanism, single and
multiple bolts of aeroengine bolt arrays are analyzed. According to the characteristics of aeroengine
bolt connections, the research of aeroengine bolt preload control technology is divided into two parts:
bolt tightening technology, and bolt tightening equipment. Finally, based on the summarization of
the research, the future research prospects are evaluated and discussed.
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1. Introduction

As a representative of high-precision power equipment, aeroengines are among the
most precise and complex engineering machinery systems in the world. The connection
structure of aeroengines mainly includes the bolt connection structure, curvic coupling
connection structure, rabbet connection structure, and spline joint structure, of which the
bolt connection structure is the most used—especially the rabbet bolt connection structure
and the precision bolt connection structure [1]. The bolt connection structure is widely used
in rotor and stator parts such as compressor spools, compressor disks, turbine disks, cases,
and shafts, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Typical aeroengine bolt connection structure distribution and location diagram.

The bolt connection structure of an aeroengine is fastened by a bolt array contain-
ing many bolts (about 32~60 for rotors and 60~140 for casings). The loading of the bolt
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preload is the key point of fastening. In the process of aeroengine bolt connection, the bolt
preload cannot be directly controlled. Generally, through a certain tightening method, the
tightening equipment is used to control the tightening torque, tightening angle, and other
tightening process parameters to achieve the loading of the bolt preload indirectly. This
loading method provides insufficient control over the bolt preload, which will cause the
bolt preload to be inconsistent for the numerous bolts in the bolt array. In addition, part of
the space of the bolt connection structure in aeroengines is small, and the use of general
tightening equipment to tighten bolts in this structure will cause great difficulty in manual
operation, seriously affecting the implementation accuracy of the tightening process and,
ultimately, affecting the tightening quality of the bolts. Moreover, the bolts need to be disas-
sembled repeatedly during trial assembly, test runs, and maintenance [2], greatly affecting
the bolts’ tightening efficiency. The working environment of aeroengines is harsh, with the
characteristics of high temperature, high pressure, and high speed. When the degree of
control over the bolt preload is insufficient, it will directly affect the assembly quality of
the bolted connection structure, including the degree of tightness between parts [3], struc-
tural deformation [4], contact stiffness [5], and nonlinear transmission characteristics [6],
further affecting the sealing performance [7], friction and wear performance [8], stator
clearance [9], stator support concentricity [10], connection stiffness (tension, compression,
bending, and torsion stiffness) [11], rotor imbalance [12], and dynamic response character-
istics [13] of parts under cyclic loads, which ultimately causes large vibration of the whole
aeroengine [14] and affects the working life of the aeroengine in the harsh environment [15].

In view of the above problems of aeroengine bolt connections, more and more scholars
have carried out extensive research on bolt preload through theoretical analysis, numerical
simulation, experimental research, and other means. However, due to the complexity of
the bolt connection structures of aeroengines, there are many factors affecting the bolt
preload. The above research has mainly been carried out on specific aspects, and there
is no systematic summary of the change laws of the bolt preload of aeroengines. Many
researchers still face obstacles to fully understanding how to control the bolt preload of
aeroengines. In light of this, based on the summary of relevant research findings in recent
years, this paper divides the bolt connection problem of aeroengines into two aspects:
bolt preload formation mechanism, and control technology. The bolt preload formation
mechanism is the theoretical basis of control technology, and the bolt preload control
technology is the application of the formation mechanism.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the bolt preload
formation mechanism. According to the characteristics of many bolts in the aeroengine bolt
array, the preload formation mechanism of a single bolt and multiple bolts is introduced in
turn from the part to the whole. Section 3 presents the bolt tightening process, including
tightening process parameters and tightening methods. Section 4 describes the tightening
equipment used to implement the bolt tightening process, including the tightening equip-
ment in the open space and narrow space of the aeroengine. Finally, Section 5 presents
the conclusions of this paper and the future research directions for the bolt connections
of aeroengines.

2. Bolt Preload Formation Mechanism

In order to adapt to the special working environment of the aeroengine, compared
with ordinary bolts and nuts, the bolts and nuts commonly used in aeroengines have
the following characteristics: In terms of materials, the material is a superalloy, which
can maintain good mechanical properties at higher temperatures, bear large loads and
high temperatures, and has the advantages of light weight, high strength, and corrosion
resistance compared with ordinary bolts and nuts. In terms of structure, the most common
bolts of aeroengines are D-type bolts, which are composed of a head, polished rod, and
thread. The top view of the head resembles the capital letter D, so these are called D-type
bolts [16]. The nuts most commonly used in aeroengines are self-locking nuts with good
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anti-loosening performance [17]. The bolts and nuts most commonly used in aeroengines
are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The bolt and nut types most commonly used in aeroengines [16].

In spite of the above characteristics, the tightening method of aeroengine bolts and
nuts is the same as that of ordinary bolts and nuts. The torque is applied to the nuts by the
tightening equipment to make the nuts rotate. The thread pairs between the bolts and nuts
mesh, the bolts stretch under tension, and the compression deformation of the connected
parts occurs under the pressure. The tensile force of the bolt is called the bolt preload,
which is equal to the pressure of the connected parts, so as to compress the connected part
and achieve the tightening effect. Therefore, the summary of the formation mechanism
of the aeroengine bolt preload is mainly based on the current research on the formation
mechanism of the common threaded connections. In addition, the research on self-locking
nuts is also discussed.

As the preload is usually applied to each bolt in a certain sequence [18], the distribution
of the preload of multiple bolts in the bolt array is mainly determined by the following
two aspects: first, the torque is converted into the bolt preload for a single bolt; second,
the tightened bolts affect the bolt preload of the untightened bolts. Therefore, the relevant
research on the formation mechanism of bolt preload is summarized, including single and
multiple bolts.

2.1. Preload Formation Mechanism of a Single Bolt

According to the aviation industry standards [19,20], the relationship between the
tightening torque M and the preload F of the common bolt can be expressed as follows:

M = KFd (1)

where d is the nominal diameter of the thread, and K is the tightening torque coefficient of
the bolt.

K is the correlation coefficient between the tightening torque and the preload when
tightening the bolt, reflecting the efficiency of converting the tightening torque into an
effective preload, and the magnitude and variation law of this coefficient provide important
guidance for the design, manufacture, and installation of the bolt connection. Combined
with the mechanical model of the bolt tightening process described by Motosh [21] and
Gong et al. [22], the theoretical equation of the tightening moment coefficient of a common
triangular thread bolt can be derived as follows:

K =
P

2πd
+

µtrt

d cos β
+

µbrb
d

(2)

where P is the thread pitch, µt is the friction coefficient of the threaded substrate, µb is
the friction coefficient of the nut support surface, rt is the effective friction radius of the
threaded substrate, rb is the effective friction radius of the nut support surface, and β is the
thread profile’s half-angle.
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The main geometric parameters of the thread and the name of each contact surface are
shown in Figure 3. In practical applications, the effective friction radius of the threaded
sub rt is generally expressed as an approximation of the average radius of the thread. For a
triangular thread, it is half of the thread’s median d2. This approximation was proven to be
sufficiently accurate by Ganeshmurthy et al. [23] and Nassar et al. [24], who compared the
calculation of the effective contact radius of the threaded sub with the average radius of the
thread and found that the difference between the two was generally less than 1%, regardless
of the assumed pressure distribution. Since the tightening torque–preload transformation
relationship mainly depends on the accuracy of the friction coefficient and the effective
contact radius, the study of the mechanism of preload formation in single bolts has mainly
focused on the study of these two parameters.
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In the study of friction coefficients, Ganeshmurthy et al. [25] investigated the effects
of different tightening speed combinations (1~150 rpm) on the tightening torque–preload
relationship and the friction coefficient of the threaded sub and support surface, find-
ing that a reasonable choice of tightening speed was essential for the formation of the
preload. Eccles et al. [26] investigated the effects of repeated tightening on the friction
coefficient by repeatedly tightening and loosening the nuts with galvanized surface treat-
ment. Graboń et al. [27] studied the effects of heating conditions on the tightening process
of bolted joints and determined the effects of thermochemical conditions on the friction
coefficient by examining the structural crystal phase of the bolts, the tightness of the joints,
and the surface hardness. Pi [28], Meng [29], Liu [30], and Croccolo et al. [31] carried out
an experimental study of the effect of the friction coefficient on the loading torque–preload
relationship, and a quantitative analysis of the friction coefficient effect was performed.

In the study of friction radius, Zou et al. [32] proposed an integration method of
friction radius based on two forms of contact pressure distribution—exponential and
sinusoidal functions—and found that the method had higher accuracy when the surface
roughness was small by experimental comparison. Nassar et al. [33–36] proposed a friction
radius integration method based on two forms of uniform and linear contact pressure
distribution, considering the effects of tightening speed, three-dimensional thread geometry,
and dynamic–static friction factors, by means of a tightening test system that can measure
the decomposition torque; they concluded that the tightening speed was an important factor
affecting the uncertainty of the thread friction radius, as shown in Figure 4. Furthermore,
orthogonal tests were conducted on steel and aluminum connectors to study the variation
in the tightening torque–preload transformation relationship under different scales of
surface roughness, different contact surface materials, and different thread parameters. The
results showed that the contact stress magnitude and the yield strength of the material
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had a greater influence on the friction factor, and that repeated tightening and unscrewing
increased the surface roughness.
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In addition, Chen [37] and Liu [38] from Dalian University of Technology introduced
manufacturing errors into the bolt preload formation process in the tightening stage, as
shown in Figure 5, and investigated the influence of pitch deviation and non-parallel contact
surface on the tightening torque–preload transformation relationship through experiments
and simulations. They found that each manufacturing deviation would directly or indirectly
affect the contact stress distribution of the threaded sub and nut support surface through
coupling interaction, causing variations in the effective friction radius and friction torque,
thereby affecting the tightening torque–preload transformation relationship.
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From the abovementioned research status, it is clear that the formation of the preload
of a single bolt mainly depends on the transformation relationship from the tightening
torque to the preload, in which the friction coefficient and the effective friction radius
of the nut support surface, along with the thread surface, play an important role. The
coefficient of friction is influenced by the material type, surface roughness, surface coating,
lubrication conditions, number of repetitions, and tightening speed, while the effective
friction radius is influenced by the non-parallelism between the nut and the connected
part, the manufacturing error of the bolt, the number of repetitions, and the tightening
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speed. However, there is less research on the interaction mechanisms of the above factors
(for example, between the friction coefficient and effective friction radius, or between the
process parameters and structural parameters). With the goal of effectively reducing and
controlling the amount of preload fluctuation caused by the friction coefficient and the
effective friction radius during the tightening process of aeroengine bolts, in-depth research
on the interaction mechanisms between the influencing factors is the focus of the study of
the formation mechanism of single bolts.

2.2. Preload Formation Mechanism of Multiple Bolts

When a group of bolts are tightened in the same tightening process, each bolt can
theoretically form the definite preload. However, in the single-axis tightening process,
the preload of the first tightened bolt will change several times when the later bolts are
tightened. This phenomenon is called bolt elastic interaction [39], as shown in Figure 6,
and the intuitive reason is that the connected parts are deformed by the pressure of the
tightening process.
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In 1992, Bibel et al. [40] proposed the elastic interaction coefficient matrix and es-
tablished the mapping relationship between the relative positions of the bolts and the
deformation distribution of the connected parts. They concluded that the tightening of
bolts at neighboring positions decreased the bolt elongation, while the tightening of bolts
at diagonal positions increased the bolt elongation, which caused the elastic interaction to
gradually decrease with the increase in the preload. Takaki et al. [41] used simulations to
study the change rule of bolt preload with time during flange connection tightening. The
elastic interaction coefficient matrix obtained by simulation was used to design the initial
preload, which reduced the fluctuation of the multi-bolt preload by 15%. Alkelani [42]
and Nassar et al. [43–45] proposed a mathematical model of elastic interaction affected by
four factors: gasket material, gasket thickness, bolt spacing, and tightening sequence. The
model showed that the elastic interaction increased with increasing shim thickness. The
tightening sequence significantly affected the preload and uniformity of the final bolt set.
The average loss of preload increased significantly with decreasing bolt spacing, and the
percentage loss of preload was independent of the preload; the effect of preload on the
elastic interaction was not significant. As shown in Figure 7, Abasolo et al. [46] proposed
a more general parametric theoretical model based on the elastic interaction coefficient
method, which was used to calculate the axial load that should be applied to each bolt and
could achieve a final residual preload that was closer to the target preload. Wang et al. [47]
proposed an analytical model of multi-bolt elastic interaction based on the simplified model
of “spring-node” and the interaction stiffness, and further elaborated on the effect of bolt
stress relaxation on the distribution of preload. Grzejda R. et al. put forward a calculation
model of dissymmetric nonlinear multi-bolt connections as a system that could predict bolt
preload variations and provide the analysis of how the tightening sequence affected the
bolt preload [48].
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As shown in Figure 8, Ye [49] researched the rabbet bolt connection structure based on
tests and simulations, and they found that under ideal base conditions (i.e., no manufactur-
ing deviation on the contact surface), when the bolt spacing was small, the later-tightened
bolt decreased the preload of the first tightened bolt, and the elastic interaction between
adjacent bolts gradually decreased as the bolt spacing increased. Under actual contact
conditions, as the contact surface bulge increased, the later-tightened bolt increased the
preload of the first tightened bolt, but the bolt spacing had little effect on the elastic interac-
tion relationship.
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From the above research status, it can be seen that the formation of the preload of a
group of bolts under the moment method is mainly dependent on the elastic deformation of
the connected parts, which is vulnerable to the tightening sequence and the actual contact
state of the mating surface. In the design of the bolted structure, the shim material, shim
thickness, bolt spacing, and the design size of the preload can all affect the elastic interaction
and need to be chosen reasonably in the design to reduce the influence of elastic interaction.

3. Bolt Tightening Process

For the aeroengine bolts, as the connection form is a bolt array composed of multiple
bolts, the requirements for preload are not only to meet the design standard of a single
preload, but also to meet the required consistency of multiple preloads. The control tech-
nology of bolt preload is an important research direction for aeroengine bolt connections.
Based on the formation mechanism of bolt preload described in Section 1, it can be seen
that the formation process of bolt preload is directly affected by the tightening process, and
a reasonable tightening process can improve the consistency of the bolt preload. Due to the
limitations of tightening equipment, sometimes the tightening process cannot be accurately
implemented, which has an impact on the consistency of the bolt preload. Therefore, the
bolt preload control technology can be understood as the design of a reasonable tightening
process and the implementation of appropriate tightening equipment to ultimately control
the size and consistency of the bolt preload. Based on these two aspects, the research in
recent years is summarized below.
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3.1. Bolt Tightening Process Parameters

Bolt tightening process parameters include the tightening sequence, tightening speed,
tightening step, tightening times, lubrication conditions, and other aspects [50]. Among
them, there are many kinds of bolt tightening sequences, including sequential tightening,
cross-tightening, triangular tightening, symmetrical tightening, etc. How to choose an opti-
mal sequence to complete the tightening of all bolts has been a key concern. The tightening
steps refer to the number of steps used to tighten to the target torque. For example, if the
bolt is tightened to the target torque in two steps, the tightening method is called “2 steps”.
The torque of each step is called the step size. The tightening times refer to the number
of instances of repeatedly tightening the bolts. The lubrication conditions refer to the
conditions among the bolts, nuts, and connected parts. For these process parameters, many
scholars have carried out research through theoretical analysis, simulation calculations, and
experimental research, including research on individual process parameters and research
on the coupling influence laws of several of them.

Hou [51] established a six-bolt finite element model of the flange bolt structure and
studied the effects of four tightening sequences—sequential, cross-tightening, triangular
tightening, and symmetric tightening—on the bolt connection quality (i.e., preload unifor-
mity, form center, flange cylindricity, flange clearance). As shown in Figure 9, the standard
deviation of the preload was the smallest under diagonal tightening; the flange cylindricity
was the best under sequential tightening, but the form’s center position changed; the cylin-
dricity and the position of the flange center were moderate under cross-tightening, and the
flange gap mainly appeared in the inner ring of the flange, so the cross-tightening sequence
was optimal. In addition, Chen [52] and Hao et al. [53] studied the optimization of the bolt
tightening sequence by establishing finite element models for simulation analysis, in which
Chen Shuang [54] established a 16-bolt finite element model of the rabbet bolt structure and
studied the effects of the process combination of tightening sequence and tightening step
on the bolt connection quality (i.e., preload uniformity, stop deformation, flange centering)
to determine the optimal tightening sequence. It was found that the “2 steps” method was
better than the “1 step” method, and the cross method B was better than the cross method
A, as reflected in the smaller preload fluctuation and smaller deformation offset. Figure 10
shows the two methods.
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The “Guidelines for Pressure Boundary Bolted Flange Joint Assembly” issued by
ASME [55] in 2019 recommended a series of tightening sequence solutions for flange-bolted
structures, including single-axis, dual-axis, and four-axis general tightening methods, of
which the most representative method was the criss-cross tightening method under a
single tightening axis (all bolts are tightened in three steps according to the criss-cross
sequence, and the tightening torque is gradually increased to 100% of the target torque),
which resulted in a more uniform preload, but the process was complicated and costly.
Tsuji [56] proposed a clockwise tightening method (i.e., tighten all bolts with a target torque
of no more than 20%, and then tighten all bolts with a target torque of 100% in the clockwise
direction), and it was considered that the preload obtained was also more uniform in
size and the process was simple. However, Fukuoka and Kumakura et al. [57,58] found
that although the clockwise tightening method avoided the complexity of the number of
tightening steps and the tightening process, it was more likely to cause uneven gaps in the
mounting edges, tilt the mounting edges, increase the concentricity of the assembly, and
reduce the connection quality of the connected parts; as shown in Figure 11, they optimized
the tightening method by combining the criss-cross and clockwise tightening methods.
The improved clockwise tightening method achieved approximately the same connection
quality as the cross-tightening method and shortened the tightening process.
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In the separate study of other process parameters, Zou et al. [59], Lian [60], and
Wang [61] studied the effect law of lubrication conditions on the preload magnitude
through experiments and found that adequate lubrication would reduce the value and
fluctuation of the preload magnitude and friction factor. Wang et al. [62] established a finite
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element model of bolted connections with real rough contact surfaces and proposed that
bolts tightened at a fast and then slow speed were better than those tightened at a constant
speed or at a slow and then fast speed. Ma et al. [63] established a six-bolt finite element
model of a flange bolt structure and studied the distribution law of residual preload and
contact surface stress according to the tightening step length of the bolts. Zhu et al. [64]
established an eight-bolt finite element model of pipe flange bolts and reduced the influence
of elastic interaction by optimizing the initial loading force of the bolts. Combined with the
tightening process of three loading times, the fluctuation of the final residual preload was
reduced to within 10%, as shown in Figure 12, which shows the preload monitoring curve
of the eight bolts throughout the whole three-step tightening test.
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Huang [65] analyzed the influence law of the number of tightening steps, tightening
step length, and tightening sequence on the fluctuation of the preload by combining the
principles of elastic positive and negative interactions, and proposed a two-step load-
ing method for the flange bolt structure without rabbet: a first step using the crossover
method to tighten to 80% of the target preload, and a second step using the sequential
tightening method to tighten to the target preload. Duffey [66], Vincenzo [67], Hu [68], and
Li G et al. [69] determined the main factors that affected the bolt preload by establishing
a three-dimensional bolt tightening model and optimized the process parameters for ap-
plying the bolt preload. Li et al. [70,71] studied the effects of the tightening method, the
number of tightening steps, and the tightening speed on the magnitude and stability of
the preload based on the TC4 titanium alloy single-bolt connection process test, explored
the short-term decay law of the bolt preload, and found that the use of the torque angle
method, the use of three-step tightening, and the increase in rotational speed could smooth
the fluctuation of the preload and, thus, improve the control of the preload. As shown in
Figure 13, Zhao et al. [72,73] investigated the effects of tightening time, lubrication method,
and bolt and nut quality on the uniformity of the bolt preload using the torque method
for the deflated nut tightening control of the aeroengine’s rotor flange bolt connection
structure, and proposed a correction model for the tightening torque–preload relationship
including the self-locking torque, finding that repeated tightening would affect the surface.
It was found that the surface roughness would be reduced by repeated tightening, while
sufficient lubrication could reduce the fluctuation of the preload.
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The application objects of the above research mainly focused on flange bolt connection
arrays with circular distribution, and there has been less research on rabbet bolt connection
structures in aeroengines. Moreover, the main research method is simulation, which brings
a problem of the loading of the bolt preload. It is the direct loading of axial force on the bolt—
instead of applying torque to the nut and then elongating the bolt through the threaded
sub—that ignores the formation process of the single-bolt preload and the influence of
many factors, such as tightening speed and lubrication conditions. Therefore, the reliability
of the optimized tightening process obtained by this method is low.

3.2. Bolt Tightening Method

The bolt tightening method is the loading method of the bolt preload. The different
loading methods directly affect the magnitude of the bolt preload. According to the control
degree of the preload during loading, the bolt tightening methods can be divided into three
categories: open-loop control, semi-open-loop control, and closed-loop control. Among
them, the torque method and torque angle method are common in open-loop control. The
common methods in semi-closed-loop control include the pre-stretching control method
and the yield point method, while the common methods in closed-loop control include the
elongation detection method and the bolt loading method.

In the bolt tightening process, there is a certain loss when the tightening torque is
transformed into preload, due to the influence of geometric size error between parts, shape
error, surface roughness, and the physical properties of the workpiece [74]. The preload
error obtained by the torque method is ±5%–±35%, and the worst will reach ±50%. The
preload error of the torque method is the largest among all bolt tightening methods [75,76].
The schematic diagram of the preload error generated when tightening bolts via the torque
method is shown in Figure 14. Combining the Taylor series expansion method and the
Monte Carlo method, Toth [77] studied the control of bolt preload in the elastic and plastic
zones by using the torque angle method of tightening, as shown in Figure 15. As this
method can indirectly control the bolt elongation, the control accuracy of the bolt preload
can be improved, and the preload error range can be controlled to ±15% [78]. However, the
method needs to determine the initial torque and provide an approximate complete contact
between the bolt and the nut. Based on the parameters of the tightening state, Sun [79]
proposed an improved torque angle method to attenuate the friction uncertainty factor.
Fukuoka et al. [80] proposed an elastic area angle control method for bolt preload control,
established the relationship equation between axial load and rotation angle, and formed a
set of feasible tightening process specifications.
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In order to further improve the bolt utilization, researchers have also proposed the
yield point method, which controls the bolt tightening process by using an algorithm to
monitor the torque variation rate during the tightening process [81]. When the judged
tightening torque reaches the fitting torque, the torque variation rate is monitored and
the maximum value of the torque variation rate is stored until the torque variation rate
drops to 1/3–1/2 of the maximum value; then, the yield point is determined, and the
yield point tightening of the preload is completed. Hashimura et al. [82] proposed the
elongation method to control the preload of the bolt, which requires the measurement
and control of the elongation of the bolt, and many scholars have studied this method.
Nassar et al. [83] used the ultrasonic ranging technique to control the elongation of the
bolt. The measurement of bolt elongation was achieved by using the multi-sensor data
fusion technique by Tang [84]. Mizutani et al. [85] used the acoustic emission technique
to measure the bolt plastic deformation elongation and control the preload in the plastic
zone of the bolt. Huang [86] used an optical force sensor to measure the preload during
bolt tightening by measuring the washer strain. Fukuoka [87] and others investigated
the correspondence between the bolt tensile stress and the preload using three methods:
numerical analysis, finite element analysis, and experiments. Grzejda R. et al. [88] proposed
a method of tension control by monitoring the values of the forces in the bolts using a
calibrated measuring system based on resistance strain gauges, which could achieve a
more even distribution of the bolt preload. In summary, the yield point method and the
bolt elongation method can control the bolt preload error to ±5%, but the control cost is
high and the application is limited. According to the above research status, the principles,
advantages, and disadvantages of these methods are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of bolt tightening methods.

Tightening Method Principle Description Advantages and Disadvantages

Open-loop control

Torque method

Taking torque as the control
quantity, preload is achieved
by applying a certain torque

value to the bolt or nut

The control and operation of this
method are very simple, but it is

greatly affected by friction
conditions, resulting in large

dispersion of preload and low
utilization of bolt material

Torque angle method

Taking the rotation angle as
the control quantity, the

pre-tightening is achieved by
applying a fixed rotation

angle to the bolt or nut after
the fitting torque is reached

This method reduces the influence
of the friction coefficient on the

preload, and the preload control
precision is high, but the initial

fitting torque and control angle are
not easy to determine

Semi-closed-loop control

Yield point method

Taking the curvature of the
torque–angle relationship

curve as the control quantity,
the real-time control computer
calculates the curvature until

the material yield point
is reached

The bolt preload dispersion is very
small, and the bolt material

utilization rate is high, but the
fastening will exceed the material

yield point, and the fastening
equipment cost is high

Pre-stretching control method

Pre-extension of bolts
required by design is achieved

by hydraulic, electric, and
heating methods, and then the

nuts are tightened

This method can effectively
improve the precision of preload

control and the strength of the bolt
connection, but the preloading

device needs to be customized, and
the cost is high

Closed-loop control

Elongation detection method

Directly controls the
elongation of bolts. During

tightening, measures the
elongation of bolts by means

of ultrasonication, dial
indicator, etc., until it reaches

the set value

The dispersion of the bolt preload is
very small, and the bolt material

utilization rate is high, but the bolt
end face needs to be processed, and

the cost is high

Bolt loading method

Applies the tension load of the
design clamping force value
directly to the bolt, and then

tightens the nut

This method can achieve direct
control of axial tension, with high

precision, but high cost

It can be seen from the above summary of common bolt tightening methods that the
selection of bolt tightening methods should not only involve the accurate control of the
preload, but also convenience of operation and cost. For the bolt connection structure of an
aeroengine, the demand for the latter is greater. Therefore, although the control accuracy
of the torque method is poor, it is widely used in aeroengine bolt tightening due to its
advantages of simple operation and low cost. In addition, the torque angle method is also
used to improve the accuracy of preload for some bolted parts that require high control
accuracy (such as the low-pressure turbine disk shaft assembly).

4. Bolt Tightening Equipment

As shown in Figure 16, the assembly and connection of the stator system generally
adopt the outward-flip flange bolt array, so the tightening equipment generally has an
open tightening space, and the requirements for the tightening equipment are not high. In
contrast, the assembly and connection of the rotor system generally adopt an inward-flip
mounting edge flange bolt array. Due to the complex and compact structure of the rotor
parts, it is easy to form a narrow internal cavity that is not directly visible. The requirements
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for the tightening equipment are high: firstly, it must not touch the aeroengine parts during
the process of reaching the internal tightening position from the outside; secondly, the
available operating space is extremely narrow and compact; and finally, the tightening
process must be performed accurately. Therefore, the tightening equipment must be
sufficiently automated and intelligent for such demanding tightening conditions. Based on
the above, an overview of tightening equipment for aeroengines is presented below with
respect to both open space and narrow space.
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4.1. Open-Space Tightening Equipment

For bolt arrays in open space, due to the good visual conditions and spacious operation
space, the tightening work is usually completed by manual use of tightening equipment
or by automated tightening equipment. The following are the main kinds of manual
tightening equipment: ordinary wrenches, bow wrenches, constant-torque wrenches, and
electric wrenches.

Ordinary wrenches, with their flexible design and simple structure, can fully meet the
requirements of the axial and radial dimensions. However, they cannot achieve continuous
tightening, and their efficiency is extremely low—not to mention their inability to accurately
control the tightening torque. Therefore, ordinary wrenches are generally used in non-
critical connection parts where the tightening torque is not required. The bow wrench is an
improvement on the ordinary wrench, and it is generally oriented to the bolt connection
parts with partially open vision but a compact radial dimension. It has the same problem as
the ordinary wrench, in that it cannot achieve continuous tightening and accurately control
the tightening torque. The physical diagrams of these two devices are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Ordinary wrenches and bow wrenches.

The constant-torque wrench can apply a specific torque value to the bolt and adjust
the tightening torque. Some constant-torque ratchet wrenches can achieve continuous
tightening, and this function is related to the structure of the tightening head. The tightening
torque control accuracy of the constant-torque wrenches varies depending on the brand,
and the tightening torque is applied manually, so the actual torque value applied to the
bolt fluctuates greatly. Figure 18 shows a constant-torque wrench used in the assembly of
an aeroengine [89,90].
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Figure 18. Schematic diagram of a constant-torque wrench [89,90].

Electric wrenches apply accurate tightening torque to the bolts through the self-rotation
of the tightening sleeve, and the user only needs to play the role of holding the electric
wrench. The most widely used brands, such as Atlas Copco electric wrenches, have a
tightening torque accuracy of ±3% or less. The rotation angle is monitored in real time,
and the tightening speed is smooth and adjustable, so the electric wrenches can perform
various tightening processes accurately and stably, and the quality consistency of their bolt
connections is better, as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Schematic diagram of an electric wrench.

Take the assembly of a GE90-115B aeroengine as an example to demonstrate the au-
tomation equipment used in open space. Due to the large mass and moment of inertia of
the low-pressure turbine rotor, the connection rigidity and the stability of the bolt connec-
tion array are required to be high. Therefore, for the bolt connection array between the
low-pressure turbine shaft and the low-pressure turbine rotor assembly, the automatic tight-
ening equipment [91] is used to complete its tightening work, as shown in Figure 20. This
automated tightening equipment can maintain the torque accuracy range of a DC torque
wrench within ±7 N·m and the angle of rotation within ±3◦ by means of a torque/angle
calibrator and controller; however, its tightening torque control ability is poor.
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Figure 20. Automated tightening equipment used in a GE90-115B aeroengine [91].

It is clear from the abovementioned status that the tightening equipment for open
spaces is mainly based on the manual use of general wrenches. The tightening torque con-
trol capability varies depending on the tightening equipment and can be selected reasonably
according to the need for tightening torque accuracy and the structural characteristics of
the bolts to be tightened. In general, a bolt connection array in open space does not require
high-performance methods such as automation and visualization of tightening equipment.
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4.2. Narrow-Space Tightening Equipment

For bolt connection arrays in narrow space, the tightening work is usually performed
using special tightening equipment in this area, because it is not directly visible to the
human eye. According to the degree of automation, the tightening equipment is mainly di-
vided into manual tightening equipment and automatic tightening equipment. In addition,
the degree of visualization of the tightening process (bolt tightening image visualization,
real-time visualization of tightening parameters) is also considered.

For the manual tightening equipment, the entire bolt tightening process is performed
manually using the equipment, and the human work is the input of the tightening torque
transmission chain, which can tighten the bolt array in the narrow operating space. How-
ever, the tightening torque control capability is poor, and the determination of the position
of the bolts to be tightened mainly depends on the correspondence between the inter-
nal and external bolts (there is a certain phase relationship between the bolt array in the
narrow space and the bolt array in the external open space, which can be used as a posi-
tioning reference from the outside), while the visualization degree is generally low, and
the visualization function is mainly based on the image monitoring of bolt tightening.
Italian Marposs [92] and China Aerospace Commercial Aero-engine Company [93,94] have
developed corresponding equipment for the tightening of engine rotor bolts. Figure 21
shows the Marposs manual tightening equipment used for the rotor disk cavity of the
high-pressure compressor.
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Figure 21. Marposs visual manual tightening equipment [92].

Automatic tightening equipment means that after the equipment is manually installed
to the engine, all of the tightening work is carried out by the equipment independently,
and the electric wrench—as the input of the tightening torque transmission chain—can
automatically ensure the stable output of the bolt tightening torque and rely on the bolt
positioning module to determine the position of the bolt to be tightened. Its visualization
degree is generally higher, and the visualization function is more suitable. Furthermore, it
generally has the functions of the bolt tightening image. However, it is unable to ensure
nut recognition, which needs to be completed by manual work to recognize all nuts in
advance, meaning that the automatic tightening equipment only completes the work of
limiting the force of the nuts. At present, the V2500 aeroengine [95] and LEAP-1B [96]
aeroengine in the United States use this equipment in the assembly process, as shown in
Figures 22 and 23, respectively.
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Figure 23. Semi-automated tightening equipment used for the rotor of the high-pressure compressor
of the US LEAP-1B aeroengine [96].

Dalian University of Technology has developed automatic tightening equipment for
high-pressure rotor sealing disks of aeroengines [97–101], and AVIC Commercial Aero
Engine Company has also developed automatic tightening equipment for rotor cavities
and high-pressure rotor sealing disks of aeroengines [102,103]. In addition, Shenyang
University of Aeronautics and Astronautics [104] has developed automated tightening
equipment for high-pressure compressor sealing disks. Among them, the automated
tightening equipment of Dalian University of Technology and AVIC Commercial Aero
Engine Company has not seen any physical application, while the automated tightening
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equipment of Shenyang University of Aeronautics and Astronautics has been used by the
aeroengine company.

Through the above analysis of the current situation, the tightening equipment for
narrow spaces is mainly special tightening equipment, supplemented by manual tightening
equipment, and the overall tightening torque control ability is higher except for that of the
manual tightening equipment, effectively improving the uniformity of the preload of the
bolt connection array and monitoring the bolt tightening image and tightening parameters.

5. Conclusions

The control of the preload consistency of the aeroengine bolt array has always been a
difficult problem in the aeroengine assembly process. For this reason, this paper summa-
rizes and analyzes the current status of research on the “bolt preload formation mechanism”
and “bolt preload control technology”. The formation of the bolt preload includes two
aspects: single bolts, and multiple bolts. Due to the existence of elastic interaction, the
two will have coupling effects. The control of the bolt preload includes the bolt tightening
process and bolt tightening equipment; the former guides the latter to implement bolt
tightening, and the latter accurately implements the former. The relationship between
the tightening mechanism and control technology is summarized in Figure 24. Among
them, the formation mechanism of the bolt preload is the basis of the bolt preload control.
The research of the formation of the bolt preload can provide theoretical guidance for the
optimization of the bolt tightening process.
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By summarizing the research on the formation mechanism and control technology of the
bolt preload of aeroengine bolt connection structures, we can draw the follow conclusions:

(1) In terms of the formation mechanism of the bolt preload, for the study of the
formation mechanism of single-bolt preload, the torque–preload relationship equation
proposed by Motosh is the most widely used. This model clarifies the linear relationship
between the change in the bolt preload and the final residual bolt preload. The friction
coefficient and friction radius in the tightening process of a single bolt under the torque
method are two main factors affecting the preload. Many scholars have studied the
formation rules of these two factors on the preload of a single bolt in terms of the tightening
process (including tightening speed, tightening times, etc.), material properties, contact
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surface conditions (roughness, lubrication conditions, etc.), and geometric deviation. For
the study of multi-bolt preload, the elastic interaction coefficient method is the most widely
used model. On this basis, many scholars have proposed some improved models. Based
on the theoretical model, many scholars have studied the factors that affect the elastic
interaction. Through finite element simulation and experimental research, they have
determined the influence laws of many factors on the elastic interaction.

(2) In terms of the bolt preload control technology, for research on the bolt tightening
process, the torque method and single-shaft tightening method are generally used for bolt
tightening at present. Although semi-open-loop control methods such as the yield point
method and bolt pre-elongation method, closed-loop control methods such as the elon-
gation detection method and loading method, and multi-axis tightening methods can all
greatly improve the control accuracy of the bolt preload, these methods are not applicable
to the tightening of aeroengine bolts, due to operational difficulties and technical costs. For
research on bolt tightening equipment, scholars have developed corresponding tightening
equipment for bolt connection structures in open and narrow environments to implement
the bolt tightening process accurately. The bolt connection array in open space has low re-
quirements for the automation and visualization of the tightening equipment, mainly using
general wrenches manually, while the bolt connection array in narrow space requires highly
automated and visual tightening equipment and mainly uses special tightening equipment.

Based on the above summary of the research, it can be seen that at present, in terms of
the formation mechanism and control technology of the bolt preload of aeroengines, the
following problems remain to be solved in follow-up studies:

(1) For the research on the formation mechanism of the bolt preload, most of the
simulation models and test pieces established in the current research do not fully consider
the characteristics of typical bolt connection structures in aeroengines, and the research
results will be different from the actual formation mechanism of aeroengine bolt preload.
Moreover, the formation mechanism of single-bolt preload is not combined with the forma-
tion mechanism of multi-bolt preload, resulting in a certain deviation compared with the
actual tightening process. Based on these two issues, further research should be carried out.

(2) For the control technology of aeroengines, there is no breakthrough in the tradi-
tional tightening process and equipment at present. In the future, with the development of
artificial intelligence, intelligent detection, and other technologies, the research direction of
bolt connection control technology for aeroengines could be developed towards the precise
control of bolt preload, driven by digital twins. Based on the information in the process of
real-time detection of bolt connections, a two-way mapping model combining the virtual
and the real can be constructed, and the changes in the bolt preload and product connection
performance can be simulated and analyzed synchronously, so as to carry out real-time
prediction of assembly quality. On this basis, the bolt fastening process can be optimized
and, finally, the bolt connection quality can be improved, achieving the intelligent assembly
of aeroengine bolt connections.
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